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Molecular spectroscopy in the mid-infrared portion of the electromagnetic spectrum (3–25 µm)
has been a cornerstone interdisciplinary analytical technique widely adapted across the biological,
chemical, and physical sciences. Applications range from understanding mesoscale trends in climate
science via atmospheric monitoring to microscopic investigations of cellular biological systems via
protein characterization. Here, we present a compact and comprehensive approach to infrared
spectroscopy incorporating the development of broadband laser frequency combs across 3–27 µm,
encompassing the entire mid-infrared, and direct electric-field measurement of the corresponding
near single-cycle infrared pulses of light. Utilizing this unified apparatus for high-resolution and
accurate frequency comb spectroscopy, we present the infrared spectra of important atmospheric
compounds such as ammonia and carbon dioxide in the molecular fingerprint region. To further
highlight the ability to study complex biological systems, we present a broadband spectrum of a
monoclonal antibody reference material consisting of more than 20,000 atoms. The absorption
signature resolves the amide I and II vibrations, providing a means to study secondary structures of
proteins. The approach described here, operating at the boundary of ultrafast physics and precision
spectroscopy, provides a table-top solution and a widely adaptable technique impacting both applied
and fundamental scientific studies.
Over the past fifty years, advances in infrared (IR)
technologies have played a vital role in shaping our un-
derstanding of the internal structure of molecular com-
pounds via linear and nonlinear spectroscopic methods
[1]. Specifically, the advent of the Fourier-transform in-
frared spectrometer (FTIR) has enabled studying vital
chemical and biological processes as nearly all the rele-
vant molecules exhibit unique absorption signatures cor-
responding to their ro-vibrational degrees of freedom in
the molecular fingerprint region [2]. Probing the prop-
erties of matter in this scientifically critical spectral re-
gion has been fruitful for a wide variety of scientific and
industrial applications including atmospheric monitor-
ing [3], food quality control [4], and conservation and
composition studies of natural and synthetic materials
[5, 6]. Importantly, studying biological systems via IR
spectroscopy has revealed structural and conformational
information in complex organic compounds such as pro-
teins, which is of fundamental significance for applica-
tions such as drug synthesis and delivery [7]. While the
broadband incoherent radiation in conventional FTIR
has been sufficient for many of these studies, several
fundamental scientific applications and next-generation
analytical techniques require high-brightness, coherent
sources of MIR light, along with commensurate rapid ac-
quisition and high signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) measure-
ment methodologies [8].
Recently, coherent IR spectro-imaging of biological
specimens has been proposed as a complementary tech-
nique in clinical pathology that could result in stain-free
histology and label-free cellular analysis [9–12]. More-
over, near-field analytical techniques such as atomic force
microscopy in the infrared (AFM-IR) enable nanoscale
imaging of single proteins [13, 14]. In addition to biolog-
ically relevant molecular compounds, near-field probing
of synthetic polymers and exotic quantum matter using
techniques such as scattering scanning near-field opti-
cal microscopy (sSNOM) also reveal fundamental struc-
tural information useful for material science [15]. These
revolutionary applications place exacting criteria on the
combination of the infrared sources and detection ap-
paratus—requiring high-brightness coherent broadband
light and high-SNR readout of the IR spectra. This
has meant accessing IR synchrotron beamlines and us-
ing cryogenically-cooled detectors for low-noise opera-
tion, thereby placing significant constraints on accessi-
bility, mobility, and cost [16].
Circumventing these limitations, we present an ultra-
broadband source of laser frequency combs spanning 3–27
µm, which produces near-single-cycle pulses of light. Im-
portantly, due to the enhanced peak power in such pulses,
we use a nonlinear optical readout based on electro-
optic sampling (EOS) to directly measure the IR elec-
tric fields with room-temperature telecom-grade InGaAs
photodiodes. This high-SNR electric field measurement
enables high-sensitivity and broadband IR spectroscopy
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2FIG. 1. Direct nonlinear optical readout of MIR electric fields.
(a) A MIR electric field (red) induces a nonlinear polariza-
tion rotation on a NIR sampling pulse (blue), whose tempo-
ral duration is small compared to the MIR optical cycle. The
polarization rotation,φ, occurs via sum-frequency generation
(SFG) in an electro-optic crystal and is proportional to the
MIR electric amplitude, EMIR. Due to a small offset in the
repetition rates of the NIR (fr) and MIR (fr + ∆fr) pulse
trains, the measurement is rendered periodic at a rate ∆fr.
(b) In the frequency domain, sum-frequency components are
folded into the free-spectral range (FSR) of the high-frequency
region of the sampling pulse. In this spectral region, owing to
the offset repetition rates, the entire MIR spectrum lies within
every Nyquist zone (fr/2). (c) The NIR and MIR pulses are
combined at a Ge beam-spliitter (BS), and owing to bire-
fringence phase-matching in the electro-optic crystal (NLC),
the sum-frequency components are orthogonally polarized to
the sampling pulse. Spectral filtering via a band-pass filter
(BPF) and subsequent polarization-resolving ellipsometry us-
ing a quarter wave-plate (QWP), Wollaston prism (WP), and
balanced InGaAs photodetectors yields a signal, s(t), that is
proportional to the MIR electric field.
with a large dynamic range. Moreover, we incorporate
a dual frequency comb implementation of EOS (hence-
forth dual-comb EOS) [17], enabling electric-field mea-
surement at a rate of 50 Hz, with high temporal (5 fs)
and spectral (100 MHz) resolutions. This unique combi-
nation of video-rate acquisition and high resolution rep-
resents a significant improvement (by at least an order-of-
magnitude) over prior MIR-EOS demonstrations [18–20].
This cohesive approach is a compact, table-top alterna-
tive to large IR synchrotron beamlines and broadband in-
coherent thermal sources in conventional FTIR systems.
Generation of the broadband infrared light relies on
nonlinear frequency conversion processes driven by sta-
bilized erbium fiber frequency combs. The frequency
comb architecture enables transferring the exceptional
frequency accuracy and stability of the 100 MHz spaced
NIR comb teeth to all portions of the electromagnetic
spectrum [21]. Harnessing these advantages, dual fre-
quency comb spectroscopy (DCS) has been demonstrated
as a high-resolution, fast-acquisition alternative to FTIR
[22]. Recently, high-resolution quantitative spectroscopy
has been demonstrated in both the 3–5 µm and the
6–12 µm portions of the mid-infrared using DCS [23–27].
However, for low-noise operation, DCS experiments have
all required cryogenically cooled infrared photodetectors,
which exhibit a limited range of linearity—typically lim-
ited to sub-milliwatt optical powers. This fundamentally
limits the achievable signal-to-noise ratio [28].
Here, we utilize the combination of difference-
frequency generation (DFG) and sum-frequency gener-
ation (SFG) to generate and detect the infrared fre-
quency combs. The generation of the infrared light is
based on intra-pulse DFG in quadratic nonlinear media,
which provides ultrashort infrared pulses with an inher-
ently stabilized carrier-envelope phase (CEP) [29]. The
CEP stability enables a direct nonlinear optical read-
out of the MIR electric field via electro-optic sampling
[18, 30]. In EOS, the MIR electric field, with a car-
rier frequency fc, modulates the polarization of an ultra-
short NIR sampling pulse in an electro-optic crystal, as
shown in Fig. 1(a). The polarization modulation is di-
rectly proportional to the MIR field amplitude and occurs
due to SFG between the NIR and MIR pulses. The sum-
frequency NIR components and the input sampling pulse
are orthogonally polarized, which provides a polarization
rotation [18, 31]. As the time delay is scanned between
the two pulses, a complete measurement of the electric
field is made.
Previous EOS experiments have shown its advantages
for spectroscopy [18] and measurements with spectral dy-
namic range >110 dB have been reported [20]. Addition-
ally, it has improved sensitivity relative to FTS [32] with
the ability to directly measure vacuum fluctuations[19].
However, in all such cases the delay between the NIR
and MIR pulses is varied using a mechanical translation
stage, restricting the range of measurement and acquisi-
tion time to centimeter- and second-scales, respectively.
On the other hand, in dual-comb EOS, fast acquisition
of high-resolution infrared spectra is feasible as the sam-
pling pulse and the MIR light are acquired from two
different, mutually phase-locked Er:fiber laser frequency
combs with a small offset in repetition rates (∆fr = 50
3FIG. 2. Electro-optically sampled ultrabroadband infrared spectra. (a) An electro-optically sampled 1.2-cycle MIR electric
field, oscillating at 39 THz, is shown with 5 fs resolution extending over a 10 ns time window. The dual frequency comb
measurement enables observation of the trailing molecular free-induction decay, 135 ps away from the centerburst (inset, top).
High SNR is observed with the noise being suppressed by a factor of ∼ 104 (inset, bottom) (b) Ultrabroadband MIR spectra
corresponding to the Fourier transform of the measured electric fields from PPLN (blue), OP-GaP (green), and GaSe ( purple).
Absorption signatures of (i) C-H stretch vibrations for CH4 and C2H6 (ii) anti-symmetric C-O stretch for atmospheric CO2
(iii) atmospheric H2O and (iv) the bending vibration of atmospheric CO2 are all seen. (c)The CO2 bending vibration in
the 14–16 µm region, averaged for 22 minutes, is presented with 1 GHz resolution (blue) and quantitatively compared to a
theoretical model from the HITRAN2012 database (red).
Hz) as shown in Fig. 1(a). Unlike conventional frequency-
comb-enabled linear optical sampling [33–35], the down-
sampled comb folds the entire MIR spectrum into each
FSR of the NIR comb in dual frequency comb EOS
(Fig. 1(b),[36]). This is similar to the case of the stim-
ulated Raman experiments performed with a dual comb
configuration [37]. Thus, the coherent multi-heterodyne
beating occurs in the NIR, with the sampling pulse serv-
ing as a local-oscillator comb. For this reason, the sam-
pling pulse must have a bandwidth greater than the high-
est MIR frequency component to be sampled [19]. In the
time-domain, this means the sampling pulse duration is
short compared to the optical cycle τMIR = 1/fc. The ex-
perimental implementation of EOS is shown in Fig. 1(c).
We utilize a 10 fs, 1.55-µm sampling pulse [27], ensuring
Nyquist-limited sampling of electric fields corresponding
to 3 µm (3300 cm−1) light.
Coherent infrared radiation is generated via intra-pulse
DFG in three different nonlinear crystals—periodically
poled lithium niobate (PPLN), orientation-patterned gal-
lium phosphide (OP-GaP), and gallium selenide (GaSe).
We leverage quasi phase-matching in PPLN and OP-GaP
and birefringence phase-matching in GaSe. Due to fa-
vorable dispersion and millimeter-scale crystal propaga-
tion lengths, the broadband phase-matching bandwidths
are realized in all configurations. Correspondingly, in
the time-domain, ultrashort femtosecond MIR pulses are
generated. Owing to the enhanced peak power, the non-
linear optical readout of the electric field occurs with
signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) exceeding 104 in 20 minutes
of averaging, corresponding to a single-shot SNR ∼ 40.
For the MIR comb generated in OP-GaP, the anomalous
dispersion from crystal propagation is compensated by
the normal dispersion from the germanium beam-splitter,
and results in a near-single-cycle oscillation (Fig. 2a).
The observed time-domain pulse is 1.2 cycles in dura-
4FIG. 3. High-resolution infrared spectroscopy of gas-phase ammonia (NH3). (a) High-resolution spectroscopy of the ν2 vibration
(A1 symmetric bend) of gas-phase ammonia is measured in the span 8.6–13 µm region with 100 MHz resolution via electro-optic
sampling of the OP-GaP MIR comb. The averaging time was 88 minutes. (b) The comb-mode resolved spectrum is shown with
each comb tooth (blue circles) stabilized to a 10 kHz linewidth. The comparison with the HITRAN2012 (red) is presented.
(c) Despite having 30 dB spectral intensity variation in this spectral region, the measured NH3 data compares well to the
HITRAN2012 theoretical model due to the high SNR per mode (SNR ∼ 65).
tion, corresponding to 29 fs, with a carrier wavelength
of ∼ 7.6 µm (1316 cm−1). Unique to dual-comb EOS,
the electric field is measured with a 5-fs resolution over
a 10-ns window, corresponding to a dynamic range in
temporal duration of > 60 dB (Fig. 2a).
The measurements described here are exceptionally
broad in bandwidth, with the spectral coverage rivaling
a thermal source in a commercial Fourier-transform in-
frared spectrometer. The frequency domain SNR scales
with power, bandwidth, and spectral resolution and for
100 MHz resolution, we report SNR = 0.9 Hz1/2 over
a recovered bandwidth of nearly 75 THz. The noise
in the system stems from the shot noise of the sam-
pling pulse and excess electrical noise from the balanced
photo-detector. High-linearity InGaAs photodetectors
would alleviate this issue. Due to the expansive band-
width in the system, the SNR is smaller compared to
dual-comb spectrometers [26, 27]. However, the figure-
of-merit (FOM, M×SNR), accounting for the number of
comb-teeth (M) is comparable to other demonstrations.
For the OP-GaP IR comb, corresponding approximately
to 106 comb teeth, the FOM is 106, which is within a
factor of 2 from the best MIR DCS performance.
Owing to the high SNR in the temporal measurement,
the molecular free-induction decay of trace absorbents
such as methane and ethane, along with ambient water
vapor and carbon dioxide are also obtained via direct
electric-field sampled spectroscopy (Fig. 2b). In particu-
lar, 1 GHz (0.033 cm−1) resolution vibrational spectra of
the P, Q, and R branches of the O–C–O bending vibra-
tion around 15 µm (670 cm−1) are presented in Fig. 2c,
along with a comparison to theory (HITRAN2012). No-
tably, this spectral region is beyond the detection range
of current state-of-the-art high-speed mercury cadmium
telluride (HgCdTe) photodetectors. While 1 GHz reso-
lution is sufficient for pressure-broadened gases, higher
resolution is desired for many precision measurements.
To demonstrate this, we present high-resolution ab-
sortion spectra of the ν2 vibration (A1 symmetric bend)
in ammonia with 100 MHz resolution (Fig. 3). Ammo-
nia is a harmful substance widely used in the agricul-
tural and bio-pharmaceutical industries [38, 39], and is
an important contributor to atmospheric aerosol forma-
tion [40]. We observe the splitting in the Q-branch due to
pyramidal inversion of the NH3 molecule, where the ni-
trogen atom undergoes room-temperature quantum tun-
neling through the potential barrier formed by the H3
plane. To acquire this broadband spectrum, the OP-
GaP MIR comb is transmitted through a 15-cm-long gas
cell, filled with NH3 (7.5 mbar partial pressure) and am-
bient air (150 mbar background pressure). The trans-
mitted light is detected via EOS. Fourier transformation
of the sampled electric field and subtraction of a refer-
ence spectrum collected without the gas cell yields the
high-resolution absorption spectrum and phase response
shown in Fig. 3a. In this spectrum spanning 8.6–13 µm,
5FIG. 4. NISTmAb infrared spectrum. The 30-GHz resolution
(1 cm−1) infrared spectrum of the NISTmAb—a monoclonal
antibody reference material is obtained in transmission across
600 cm−1 (18 THz). The averaging time was 66 minutes.
The sample is in the form of a dried film including an L-
Histidine buffer on a ZnSe window. The Amide I and II bands
are present. The absorption signature is extracted from an
ambient background that includes ambient atmospheric water
vapor.
118000 comb teeth are measured. In Fig. 3b, every ab-
sorption feature is resolved with individual comb teeth,
which are stabilized to the 10 kHz level. The frequency
accuracy of the stabilized comb teeth is < 10−11, limited
only by the microwave reference for the repetition rate,
providing excellent agreement with the HITRAN2012
theoretical model (Fig. 3c).
Gas-phase frequency comb spectroscopy of small
molecules has been a useful diagnostic tool for atmo-
spheric monitoring, probing complex molecules at cryo-
genic temperatures, and for studying temporal dynamics
of chemical reactions [41–43]. In contrast, biochemically
relevant compounds, such as proteins, often have tens of
thousands of atoms, and exhibit interesting infrared spec-
troscopic signatures in liquid- and solid phases. Here, we
use the high-brightness frequency comb to perform in-
frared spectroscopy of the NISTmAb (Fig. 4), an impor-
tant reference antibody used in the biopharmaceutical
industries [44]. Studying the amide vibrations can aid
in determining the protein folding, unfolding, and aggre-
gating mechanisms, important for example, in character-
izing drug synthesis and delivery [7, 45, 46]. We present
the absorption spectra of the amide I and II bands in a
NISTmAb sample (100 mg/mL), dissolved in L-Histidine
buffer (pH: 6.0). The antibody was deposited as a thin
film on a 3-mm-thick ZnSe window. A reference was
acquired by depositing the buffer onto a separate ZnSe
window. Due to the broad features, the electric field sig-
nal was temporally apodized to provide 1 cm−1 (30 GHz)
resolution for the 600 cm−1-span spectrum. The exper-
iment was conducted in room-temperature ambient con-
ditions and resulting water vapor lines are removed via
referencing (Fig. 4, top panel). The center frequency of
the amide I band at 1636 cm−1, indicative of a β-sheet
structure, and the amide II band at 1549 cm−1 agree well
with prior measurements and theoretical predictions [47].
The IR spectrum in Fig. 4 is the average of three mea-
surements, corresponding to a total averaging time of ∼
66 minutes. Notably, the NISTmAb consists of greater
than 20,000 atoms, making it one of the largest complex
molecules probed with frequency comb spectroscopy.
In conclusion, we presented a high-brightness ultrafast
source of mid-infrared radiation and presented a versatile
detection technique using dual frequency comb electro-
optic sampling. Inheriting the robustness and simplicity
from the near-infrared pulses derived from erbium fiber
lasers, the compact source provides a table-top footprint
for IR spectroscopy in the molecular fingerprint region
and beyond. Furthermore, the use of room-temperature
InGaAs photodetectors renders this system flexible and
reliable for field-based IR spectroscopy and metrology.
Along with precision, high-resolution spectroscopy of at-
mospheric carbon dioxide and ammonia gas in a spectral
region beyond the reach of high-speed HgCdTe detec-
tors, we presented the IR absorption spectrum of the
NISTmAb with resolved amide vibrations, crucial for
understanding and characterizing its secondary struc-
ture. As next steps, we anticipate that combined with
novel imaging techniques such as AFM-IR and sSNOM,
the apparatus described here can enable in-situ spectro-
imaging of biological specimens. Moreover, the near
single-cycle infrared pulses can serve as robust seeds for
optical parametric chirped-pulse amplifiers in strong-field
physics [48].
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